
LIFE IN VIRAL BUZZ – HONG KONG 
If COVID-19 was the title of a TV series, today would be the beginning of Season 3: The Virus Goes
Global. By the time these words go to print, you will already know how it has evolved. I only have
the insight of a Dean Koontz novel from 1981:
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Season 1 started with a bang when China announced the containment of 11 million Wuhan
residents in one go. A world record! Praised by the state media as a sign of protective
leadership, Asian neighbours interpreted things slightly differently. Grown into the habit of not
fully trusting information coming out of China they suspected that something much more
serious than was coming – and they were getting ready for Season 2.



Not surprisingly Hong Kong was first on the line. We are linked to China after all. The Hong Kong –
China border is one of the busiest in the world and the city still lives with the burning memories of
the previous epidemic episode of SARS in 2003, when a similar scenario infected 1,750 people in
this city of seven million people and killed 286. An official death rate of 15%. To be compared with
the rate of around 2% announced for the new SARS-CoV-2 virus.
 
However those were different times. Facebook didn’t exist and Hong Kong was a much more
cohesive society. When the virus knocked the city down at the end of January 2020 Hong Kong was
still embattled in the longest period of political unrest of its short history (150 years). The protest
movement had cracked the community cement on several levels and many citizens didn’t trust the
authorities anymore. 
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For example I don’t remember such a thing as a ‘toilet paper buying rush’ in 2003. It was a typical
FOMO (Fear Of Missing Out) reaction since there was no risk of shortage. The buzz started online
and within a day, long queues dotted the city to stock up on the precious commodity. Which was
putting you in the situation to decide whether or not you were going to join the ‘just in case’ side
of the reaction. The hysteria went as far as someone being robbed of his precious toilet rolls at
knife point.
 
To be fair, this kind of irrational panic buying sprees (for rice, oil etc…) may have been triggered
by the real shortage of face masks. This time the reason wasn’t psychological but mathematical.
The government had recommended Hong Kongers to wear masks at the start of the epidemic.
Which made at least 5 million masks suddenly be needed every single day. But ironically the same
government had made wearing masks illegal during demonstrations a few weeks earlier and had
ordered suppliers to limit their imports in the territory. A friend’s wife couldn’t resist the urge to
join an overnight queue of 10,000 people waiting in the cold to buy the suddenly very desirable
paper masks. Another friend told us that she had been proposed a deal of purchasing 30 masks
for USD $130. A very concrete reminder of the relative value of things.
 
On a positive side, since I don’t really wear masks, I have been spontaneously offered some by a
few nice souls in the street, probably thinking that I was a desperate tourist trapped in Hong Kong
in front of empty shelves. Most people around me don’t wear masks either. Medical reports clearly
state that the virus doesn’t travel by air and that it is best prevented with basic hygiene
precautions like washing hands properly and often.
 
Like with the toilet roll queue dilemma you are then left with a mask necessity decision to make
about what you will do: to wear or not to wear. Cecile Wendling, a perspectivist for the insurance
company AXA, says that ‘risk doesn’t exist in itself; it is an intellectual construction’. We experience
this firsthand here. Based on the level of the virus expats decide to leave town or not, employees
decide if they commute to office or work remotely etc. We keep in mind that the regular winter flu
kills many more people than SARS-CoV-2 to prevent the media buzz from infecting us.

THE  FAST  CIRCULATION  OF  UNVERIFIED  NEWS

AND  CONTRADICTORY  RUMOURS  LEAD  TO

EXTREME  BEHAVIOURS  NOT  SEEN  17  YEARS  AGO .



It certainly helps that we don’t have to take care of elderly relatives. And that we live on a remote
and green island off the busy and compact city. Nature is a great protection against psychological
pressure.
 
Suddenly I find myself ‘gifted’ with plenty of time to enjoy the beautiful environment of Lamma
Island, since the virus has literally killed all work opportunities for me. I was a freelancer but now
I’m just free! No work but no guilt since there is not much to be done against the situation and
plenty of time to finally dig into this big pile of things to do ‘when I have time’. So if it wasn’t for
the no income factor, it wouldn’t be so bad on a personal level.
 
At least I don’t have to pay one of those astonishing rents that retailers are facing in one of the
most expensive cities in the world. Many businesses are slowly dying and we are getting ready for
a wave of unemployment and shop closures. The city’s economy has now officially entered
recession under the combined effect of protests and the virus. But it started from a pretty
wealthy position and has proven its capacity to bounce back on numerous occasions. A pity that
the culture and entertainment sector is not generally the first one to do so…
 
TWO MORE TAKES THAT I GET FROM THIS EXTRAORDINARY SITUATION:
In 2003, heroes of the SARS crisis were nurses and doctors who bravely pursued their duty in
hospitals and wards, knowing the risks they were taking. Some of them died from this and the
Hong Kong community unified mourning their sacrifice. Probably in a similar fashion as the
mourning around New York firemen after 9/11. This time the hero is Li Wenliang, a 34 year old
doctor from Wuhan who tried to alert the Chinese authorities about the virus as early as
December 2019 but was silenced by the police for ‘making false comments’ that ‘severely
disturb[ed] the social order’. He sadly died from the virus a few weeks later. For many in Hong
Kong his fate is the merging point of the political and sanitary crises the city is going through. He
will remain a powerful but controversial symbol, again reflecting the current divisions within
Hong Kong society.
 
Another, lighter take, is about remote teaching – a potential game changer. This is another big
difference from 2003. At the time closed schools meant that the students were on ‘forced’
holidays, poor kids… Today it has forced the whole education community, teachers, students and
parents to experiment with online teaching whether they liked it or not. After hearing many early
complaints I met a senior math teacher who, after a reluctant start, could see some benefit to it.
Instead of being ‘stuck’ in front of his class for two hours, he can record a 30 minute video
tutorial explaining a mathematical concept and use the remaining 90 minutes to help students
individually via a shared screen while they are doing the exercises. Something that he couldn’t do
so well in class and maybe a step toward the Graal of ‘individualised teaching’? He wouldn’t like
to use only this way of teaching but he’s already thinking about how to incorporate some of this
back into his normal teaching practice.
 
However I must admit that I still haven’t met a Drama teacher who could see the benefit of
remote online teaching! So if anyone in the ISTA community has a POSITIVE experience to share, I
would be very happy to hear about it: zani@zanihk.com
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